Stratford
Sable and Natural
Tones

“

“GenStone was so easy to work with. I installed the two areas in my
photos in five hours total with prep work! This would have taken
days if done in stone veneer. I can’t believe how real it looks once it
is installed. GenStone also has an R rating for insulation which you
never get with the veneer. Less time to install freed me up to spend
time with my family enjoying my new patio!”
—Michael M, Milliken, CO

“

“Looks like real stone. Very cost-effective. Would recommend”

“

“When we built our house in 2012 we wanted a stone fireplace but
could not afford one at the time. I had gave up on the project but my
wife was going to find a way. One night she ran across your product
on the internet. I am not a carpenter but installed the whole thing
using a hand saw and a cordless drill. We couldn’t be happier with
the result. Thank you Gen Stone!”

—Robert, Peachtree City, GA

—Illinois

“

“Found online and installed last month. Could not be happier. If you
can operate a power saw and drill, you are an expert installer. Would
highly recommend and the help I received from Lonnie and Rob was
very professional.”
—Steve, Bainbridge, OH

Stratford
Profile Inspiration
The GenStone design team
created our iconic Stratford faux
stone panels to convey timeless
elegance. Their inspiration
birthed the likes of Shakespeare
and holds centuries-old
buildings that have gracefully
withstood time. The location: a

STRATFORD STACKED STONE SYSTEM
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well-known suburb of England,
known as Stratford-Upon-Avon.
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Honoring romantic Old English
charm, the GenStone Stratford
faux stone panel features an
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understated, yet noble blend
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of earth tones including slate,
rose, and beige. Stratford is
an ideal choice for those who
want a cool, sophisticated
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look that brings tradition and
style together for one timeless
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design. Order a sample today to
try Stratford on your
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next project.
Try out our visualizer to see if
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Stratford is the best color choice
for your next project!

1. Full Panel
2. 12" Return (Left & Right)
3. Corner (Inside & Outside)
4. Corner Ledger (Inside & Outside)

5. Pillar Cap
(Peaked & Flat)

7. Pillar Panels

6. Column Cap
(Peaked & Flat)

9. Trim

8. Ledger
10. Wall Cap

genstone.com/imagine-stone

